
5. CORRUPTION



“CORRUPTION”

• SHLYFER AND VISHNY, 1993



MEXICO: ONE OF THE HIGHLY CORRUPT COUNTRIES IN THE WORLD

From Azjenman 2020:

 In the 2015 Corruption Perceptions Index published annually by Transparency International,

Mexico ranks in the 123rd position (out of a sample of 167 countries).

 According to the Global Competitiveness Report (World Economic Forum, 2015), corruption is

perceived as the main problematic factor in doing business in the country.

 According to the Mexican Competitiveness Institute (IMCO, 2016), Mexicans spend MX$ 32,000

million each year ($ 1,600 million) in small daily bribes



MAIN QUESTIONS THE PAPER ADDRESSES

 There is (some) evidence that corruption is costly, more costly than taxes.

➢ Why can this be so? They provide to broad answers: which?

1. Organization of corruption is often inefficient: many collect bribes instead of just one

2. Secrecy causes distortions: bureaucrats tend to purchase goods where corruption is

harder to detect, even if this is not the appropriate good to buy or from the appropriate

supplier.



DEFINITION 

 How to define corruption? The authors define it as “the sale by government officials of

government property for personal gain”

 What goods?

➢ Permits for opening a firm, of for continuing with a firm

➢ Importation permits?

➢ But also government purchases (government is the biggest single purchaser in the economy)

 Some argue that corruption could actually improve the economy:

➢ First: Complements the salary of the bureaucrat, gives incentives to fine (e.g. transit police in Mexico)

➢ Second: it enables entrepreneurs to overcome cumbersome regulations

 Mauro (1995) finds, however, that holding 1980 real GDP constant, countries with higher corruption

have a lower ratio of both total and private investment to GDP.





HOW CONCENTRATED? 

 Communist Russia, Marcos' Philippines, or Korea in the 1980s are cited as examples

where corruption was prevalent but concentrated on just a few. The communist party got

all the proceeds.

➢ With one provider at least you are sure you get what you paid for?

 If you can get asked for money again, the multiple sided extortion can be every

distortionary.

➢ They cite post-communist Russia to be in this category, and some countries in Africa, India, etc.



MODEL

 Homogeneous good, demand from private agents: D(p)

 Bureaucrats have the ability to restrict the quantity sold, and they are monopolist selling

this good.

➢ Maybe their bosses share proceeds, and weak pressure from society.

 Bureaucrat wants to maximize his bribes.

 Cost of production of the good = p. No cost to produce for the bureaucrat.

 No price discrimination (to simplify)

 Two cases:

1. Without theft: bureaucrat pays “p” to the government but keeps the rest

2. With theft: the bureaucrat keeps all in bribes and does not report the good as sold.



MONOPOLIST BUREAUCRAT: THEFT VS NO THEFT

 With theft

➢ Price with corruption may decrease price paid by consumer → with theft is more attractive to

consumers.

➢ Therefore no incentive to report.

 Without theft

➢ Price with corruption is larger → there is an incentive of consumer to complain.



SOME NOTES FOR THE CASE OF A MONOPOLIST BUREAUCRAT:

 Note that as long as penalties are independent of the amount of the bribe, penalties do not change the

problem of the optimal level of the bribe (although sufficiently big bribe may lead to no bribes at all)

 Competition into becoming a bureaucrat:

➢ In a corrupt system the rents from bribes would attract the most corrupt people to become bureaucrats, since

they are the ones that are willing to pay more to be a bureaucrat.

➢ So competition to become a bureaucrat generates the biggest bribes ex-post. Competition here is bad. This

holds both without without theft.

 Competition to buy from corrupt officials: here competition also hurts, since the most corrupt client gets

the license or does not get inspected, etc. So that non-corrupt client cannot compete.

➢ Note that this is NOT the case in the case without theft, since in that case the price of the good increases.

➢ Note that skipping an audit is basically the same as a case with theft.

Corruption with theft is worse in the sense of no income to govt, but also self enforcing.



THE INDUSTRIAL ORGANIZATION MATTERS



MULTIPLE BUREAUCRATS: COMPLEMENTARY PERMITS

Case 1: only one bureaucrat sells each type of permits (complement permits)

 “In Russia in 1991, for example, getting a business started often required bribing the local legislature, the

central ministry, the local executive branch, the fire authorities, the water authorities etc.”

 An integrated agency takes into account that a bribe on one permit decreases the demand for OTHER

permits. In the 2-permit case: if they are complements, p1 lower so that X2 is higher through a higher X1.

 Bribes are lower when there is coordination, or a single bureaucrat that can sell both goods. This is exactly

the problem of double marginalization in Eco 4: the monopoly earns more by vertically integrating than by

having 2 sequential monopolies. Note that this is bad for everyone, even corrupt bureaucrats. Bribe collection

is lower.



MULTIPLE BUREAUCRATS: COMPLEMENTARY PERMITS

Case 2: uncoordinated bureaucrats

 Real world example: tollbooths on a road. Actually, Olken and Barron (2009) find that in

Indonesia truckers pay 13% in bribes in different road blocks.

➢ “Taking goods inland in Zaire is more expensive because of corruption than bringing them from Europe by ship

to a port.” “In 1400 there were 60 independently run tolls along the Rhine.”

➢ In Mexico: salubridad, SAT visitor, proteccion civil, etc.

 Uncoordinated bureaucrats have more stop-points for bribes, and higher total bribe, but LESS

bribe revenue.

 To make matters worse: if there is free entry into bribing (e.g. endogenous red tape), the

coordination problem is bad and may reach infinitely high fees and the closure of the market.



MULTIPLE BUREAUCRATS: “SUBSTITUTE PERMITS OR COMPETITION”

Case 3: competition among bureaucrats

 Two or more agencies sell the same permit/good.

 This competition drives bribes to lower levels: if one is expensive you go to the other (in a Bertrand

fashion)

If it is efficient to concentrate corruption in 1 hand only, why not do that?

 Not enough power to monitor and enforce against would-be entrants

 The communist party could do it. China now can do it.

How could the US manage to decrease corruption a lot?

 A lot of state power + citizen oversight + way to kick government out (democracy)

 In that circumstance it is better to tax centrally.



TRANSITION TO DEMOCRACY: MORE COMPETITION

 Countries with weak institutions that transition to democracy (Russia 1989), but also Mexico

2000, may go from centralized corruption to uncoordinated –more damaging– corruption.

 Static effect: Political competition can reduce corruption since the most corrupt can be kicked

out (Provided it does not make for a weaker government)

 Dynamic effect: less dishonest people want to become a bureaucrat since less rents to get.

 So competition between bureaucrats is good, however in the case of theft it could lead to more

theft (need to monitor theft)



SECRECY HARMS



TRANSITION TO DEMOCRACY: MORE COMPETITION

 Taxation looks like bribe taking, but actually is not. Secrecy makes corruption more distortionary.

Why?

 “Government officials will then use their powers to induce substitution into the goods on which

bribes can be more easily collected without detection”.

➢ Example of the bottle making factory in Mozambique → sophisticated machine to elude procurement process.

 Prohibit entry in consumer markets in order to raise bribe extraction: e.g. Pemex.

➢ Importing licenses.

➢ “bureaucrats in poor countries want to import goods on which bribes are the easiest to take, not the

goods that are most profitable for the state firms”

 The value of the bribe can be much smaller than the distortion.

➢ Recall also that rent seeking activities may eliminate all gains even to the bureaucrats themselves.



GOODS AND TECHNOLOGY AVAILABLE DICTATED BY CORRUPTION

 In the extreme, it could be that goods and services available are determined by the corruption

possibilities, not by preferences / technology!!

➢ No education projects

➢ No health projects

➢ No investment in courts

 Hostility to change and innovation to keep getting current rents. Keeping a closed elite.



CONCLUSION

 Corruption can be extremely costly!!

 Political competition can reduce the level of corruption, and reduce secrecy, provided it does

not lead to too weak a government.

 Competition between agencies in the provision of the same services can help, provided that

agents cannot simply steal.



“THE POWER OF EXAMPLE:

CORRUPTION SPURS CORRUPTION”

• NICOLÁS AJZENMAN, 2020



MOTIVATION

 Unethical norms may cause corruption

 Where do norms come from?

 Does corruption of government officials erode civic values of the population through example?

 Various studies find a correlation between perceived government corruption and citizens’

dishonesty, but do not show causality.

 To show this we would need to observe exogenous examples with corruption and see if other

people imitate them.



MOTIVATION

 He will show that when an Audit from the Auditoria Superior de la Federacion in Mexico goes

public:

➢ Secondary school kids cheat more in exams (not those on primary schools)

➢ The effect in localities where more people own radio stations

➢ And larger in municipalities where people though the major was not corrupt.

➢ Civic values as measured in a large survey (MxFls) deteriorate

 Nice set up

➢ Disclosure of audits does not happen in the same years, so not confounded with current actual corruption.

➢ No punishment from cheating in exams → so cannot be differential enforcement.

➢ Large national data sets for outcomes

➢ Hundreds of municipalites audited per year.

➢ He also provides some evidence of the mechanism: radio stations.



IDENTIFICATION CHALLENGES

 He has to convince us that audited municipalities that turned out to be corrupt are disclosed in a

random year.

➢ Note: he controls for which were audited, so he does not have a selection problem (internal validity)

➢ He controls for school or municipality FE, so he uses variation across years in cheating. It turn out that THAT

year had more cheating than average for that municipality.

➢ He also compares people in the SAME year, being surveyed before vs after corruption.

➢ All in all, pretty good identification strategies.

➢ What makes me puzzle is that I though nobody knew of those reports from ASF. And I am not very

convinced that people do.



DATA

 Cheating data: Prueba Enlace 2006-2013, primaria & secundaria

➢ Mandatory public and private schools.

➢ Software designed to see if students' answers are “too similar” wrt a null distribution, across all pairs.

 Corruption data:

 ASF is an independent agency. 898 audits in sample, 128 per year.

➢ FISM→ 25% of the local budget, earmarked to improve infrastructural projects targeting the poor.

➢ 54% revealed corruption. 12% of the funds were labeled as unauthorized spending.

 Publishes results with a lag of more than 1 year. Released February, 3 months before the exam.

 Main variable: Share of ‘‘unauthorized use’’ of the FISM.



Cheating: I am uneasy that this changes 
substantially across years. Much more 
than the size of the effect.

Audits: increasing in time, and finding lower corruption





DATA

 Personal values MxFLs

➢ 10,000 HHs: 5 questions about: honesty, rule abidance and self-declared trustworthiness.

➢ 3 rounds, and the survey takes many months to field. Will use this lag to field.

 Political perceptions:

 State-representative survey from “Gabinete de Comunicación Estratégica”, specifically the question ‘‘If

the political parties in the state X were persons, which party would you say is the most Corrupt?’

 He knows also which party was in power, and can see if they are perceived as corrupt.



EMPIRICAL STRATEGY 1:  DIF-IN-DIF AT THE MUNICIPALITY YEAR LEVEL

▪ Among those municipalities that were audited, compare those that got a corruption report vs those who did

not.

▪ Control for time trends, and municipality FE: an effect means that that municipality had more cheating in

that particular year compare to its own average, and taking into account general macro trends.

 PropCheatsgt = proportion of students that cheat in school s, grade g, year t.

 Corruptmt = 1 if the ASF report found corruption (different thresholds)

 ReportReleasedmt = 1 if the ASF report was released

 Controls: dummy if the municipality was audited in the past; and a dummy if the municipality was already corrupt in the

past; plus homicides per-capita by municipality-year; the amount of local taxes collected in each year-municipality; and a

dummy for political alignment between local and national governments.

The identification assumption of DID is parallel trends: that the proportion of students that cheated would have

evolved in the same way in municipalities that turned out to cheat and in those that don’t, had they not

cheated.



MAIN RESULT

 Robust effect: a report of corruption by “presidente municipal” increases 0.4pp the probability that

secondary school kids cheat, out of a mean of 41%

 They also hold if the regression only uses the 1/3 of municipalities that were audited at least once, also

using different thresholds of corruption, or logs (intensive margin).



THE MAGNITUDE MATTERS: LARGER CORRUPTION→ MORE CHEATING IN TEST

 Run separate regressions for municipalities in different quintiles of the share of “Unauthorized

expenditure”

➢ Maybe because it is easier to put in the media, or because small amounts could be interpreted as

mistakes



GENERALIZED  DIF-IN-DIF, OR EVENT STUDY, OR PLACEBO

▪ Lags and forwards of the report release year.

▪ Placebo: Was there an “effect” before the release of the report?

➢ This is also a way to test for parallel trends

 One can also see if the effect persists



THERE IS NO EFFECT BEFORE THE RELEASE, AND A DEPRECIATION AFTER.



ANOTHER PLACEBO: PRIMARY SCHOOL STUDENTS

 The effect is only present for students in secundaria, not just primaria

 This is what you expect since it is less likely that the students in primaria find out and understand

the ASF reports, and what stealing funds means.



MECHANISMS

 He argues that dissemination by LOCAL media is critical. People find out about this because the media

takes notices and talks about it.

 He does not know if the public knows about this, but he finds that there is an spike in google searches

around the release time. He also finds that the effect is stronger in municipalities where more people have

radios



MEDIA

 He uses radio since he has not data on local TV (this data should exist in INE).

 Define “high exposure locality” if above median #stations in municipality, and above media radio

ownership in locality.

 In the main regression: interact “high exposure locality” with Corrupt report and Release report.

➢ Problem: “high exposure municipality” may proxy for other characteristics of the municipality, larger

income? Which may also be more educated, more politically sensitive, etc. He interacts with some

controls: taxes, homicides, but hard to be convincing.

➢ Result: Schools located in these more exposed localities experience a larger increase in cheating,

effect is about 5 times bigger.





MEDIA DISCLOSES AND ADOLESCENTS UPDATE THEIR NORM

Updating based on priors of how corrupt is the party:

 Include an interaction of dummy “perceived corrupt”= 1 if the party in power during time t in municipality m

was above median of perceived corruption (ex-ante), and 0 otherwise.

 The effect of corruption on cheating seems to be fully explained by the ex-ante ”honest” municipalities.

Updating on values:

 CorruptAftermtf =interaction between Corruptmt and Afterf (a dummy =1 if the interview of the individual was

performed after the month of February.

 Those interviews months later ave 60% of a s.d. lower civic values (“el que no tranza no Avanza” type)

➢ I would have liked to have a flexible polynomial in time, to identify the effect using those close to the release.

➢ He says that each wave sometimes takes years to finish!! Why? Who is interviewed first?



QUESTIONS ON CIVIC VALUES

1. ‘The one who does not cheat, does not get ahead’’ (Completely Agree, Agree, Disagree, Completely Disagree)

2. ‘‘Are you trustworthy?’’ (Completely Agree, Agree, Disagree, Completely Disagree)

3. ‘‘Laws were made to be broken’’ (Completely Agree, Agree, Disagree, Completely Disagree)

4. ‘‘How likely is it that you steal electricity from the public lines (illegally)’’? (1 to 100)

5. ‘‘How likely is it that you return a wallet with 500 pesos in it?’’ (1 to 100)



EFFECT ON VALUES



PLACEBO OF VALUES THAT SHOULD NOT BE AFFECTED

‘‘Tanda’’: How likely is it that you will invest all your monthly income in an informal savings group?
(0-100). Takes a 1 if the probability is greater than the mean average, ‘‘Saving (I)’’: Do you think about the future
when you make decisions about spending and saving?. Takes a 1 if the answer is positive, ‘‘Saving (II)’’: Imagine that
you have a rich relative who gives you 20,000 pesos today. How much would you spend in the next 30 days?, ‘‘Fear
(day)’’: Do you feel scared of being attacked or assaulted during the day?. Takes a 1 if the answer is positive (scared
or very scared), ‘‘Fear (night)’’: Do you feel scared of being attacked or assaulted during the night?. Takes a 1 if
the answer is positive (scared or very scared),‘‘Enough Money’’: How likely is it that you will have 1 enough money
this year to cover all your household needs?. Takes a 1 if the probability is larger than the mean average. ‘‘Involved’’:
No one should get involved in family’s or friends‘ problems. Takes a value of 1 if the individual agrees or completely
agree



ALTERNATIVES

1. Teachers manipulate exams to make a corrupt major look better?

 Finds that the effect is the same in private schools, where the mayor has less influence and teachers are

presumably more independent.

 There is also no stronger effect when the major is of the same party as the state governor

2. Updating not on norms, but on the likelihood of being punished?

 Ideally, he wants cases with and without punishment of the major, and test if this mattered.

 “if the punishment story was valid, I would expect to see a larger effect of corruption on cheating in

school-grades in which the likelihood of being caught was higher in the first place” → smaller classrooms

 Does not find a different effect in larger classrooms.



CONCLUSION

 “when government malfeasance becomes public, people react instantaneously, by behaving

more dishonestly, and, what is even more worrisome, changing their civic values.”

 Lack of civic values increased by around 19 percentage points (from a base of 49%)

 17,000 new secondary students would start to cheat as a consequence of being exposed to corruption in a given year.

 Corruption has a multiplier effect: more corruption ---by example--- begets more corruption.



READINGS FOR NEXT CLASS

 “Exposing Corrupt Politicians: The Effects Of Brazil’s Publicly Released Audits On Electoral 

Outcomes”, by Claudio Ferraz And Frederico Finan, 2009

 “Corruption in Developing Countries” Benjamin A. Olken,  Rohini Pande, 2012



“EXPOSING CORRUPT POLITICIANS:

THE EFFECTS OF BRAZIL’S PUBLICLY RELEASED AUDITS

ON ELECTORAL OUTCOMES”

• FERRAZ & FINAN (2008)



MOTIVATION

 So far we have seen that corruption is prevalent, that it is partly driven by low enforcement and

partly by unethical norms.

 We have also seen that this norms can be transmitted by example.

 Then presumably, higher enforcement and better examples can help.

 This paper shows that revealing corruption (enforcement through audits) hurts reelection

prospects, if the corruption is big enough

 Note that an alternative would be enforcement through courts.

 Note also the phrase “if corruption is big enough” relies on the expectation of what is common. Although

this is not an accepted “social norm”, why?



IDEA

 We would like to show that revealing corruption indeed elicits punishment from voters.

 In their words “improved information forces incumbent governments to act in the best interest of

the public”. Is that the case?

 To show this an ideal experiment would conduct audits to municipalities and release a random

sample of those audits

➢ Why not just select a random set of municipalities, audit them and release all?

➢ Answer = maybe the audit itself has a causal effect. And we want to isolate the effect of revelation.

 They have something close to this ideal experiment, they have audits done to a random sample of

municipalities, and revealed before an election.

➢ They also have a control group --- a kind of placebo--- of those revealed after the election.



WHAT ARE THE POTENTIAL PROBLEMS

 Information revealed might not be credible

➢ Their reply: audits are official and salient; municipalities are dawn by public lottery

 Information can be manipulated: the audit numbers are changed to help well connected majors

➢ Their reply: this does not seem to be the case, same corruption found in those before and after election. No less

corruption on majors connected to State governors.

▪ No effect of the information since the public already knows most of them are corrupt.

➢ Their reply: true. But unlikely that they know the extent of corruption without an audit, + knowing that they are clean

WOULD be news.

➢ Effect conditional on the degree of found corruption.

 Information revealed might be hard to digest by uneducated public

➢ Their answer: TV and radio stations make it digestible

 Is timing random? They claim it is. But cite no procedural evidence. Is there a test in the paper?

➢ Yes: Table 1.



MAIN FINDINGS

 No causal effect on average of revealing corruption on reelection or share of votes

 But those with more than 1 violation → decreased reelection by 7pp (17%), 3 violations 14pp!

➢ Note: prior beliefs matter!! In Mexico one could reveal information of those NOT corrupt

 Effects concentrated on municipalities with radio stations. Actually, when no corruption was found

and radio station present → INCREASED reelection probability by 17pp!!

➢ What is the problem with the radio effect interpretation?

➢ Municipalities with more radio stations are different in many other ways.

 This is a positive paper: information matters. Other papers are less optimistic*. So we have to see

under which conditions does information matter, how to summarize the information, how to

communicate it credibly.

*Does Corruption Information Inspire the Fight or Quash the Hope? A Field Experiment in Mexico on Voter Turnout, Choice, and Party Identification



CONTEXT

 In 2003 Brazil started a program of randomized audits to municipal governments to see if they stole money.

 Between 50 and 60 municipalities by period. Randomly selected (except the big municipalities)



CONTEXT

 Audited federal funds transferred to municipal governments 2001-2003.

 Auditors: 10-15 well paid, well trained

➢ The risk is that they get corrupted as well

 They do not have data on who heard the news.

 But they do know that typically local radio stations spread the news

➢ Only 8% of municipalities have local TV, while 34% of them have local radio

➢ This may not be so current in today’s world with social media

 The government publishes the reports on the internet, and the media takes them.



DATA

 As of July 2005: 13 lotteries – 669 municipalities → but kept only those (373) where the major

was running for reelection. Why?

 Definition of corruption: “irregularity associated with (i) fraud in procurement (e.g. limiting

bidders), (ii) diversion of public funds (fake invoices), (iii) over-invoicing.”

➢ The reason is that based on readings of the reports, they think that those are the most common ways

corruption at that level happens. I think the same applies here in Mexico.

 Dependent variable: sum of number of those violations in each municipality.

 They also have data on the characteristics of the municipality and mayor, and on the number of

radio stations per municipality, and the number of radios per family.

 An impressive 73% of audits resulted in an incident of corruption! And the mean number of

violations is 1.7



VALIDITY OF THE EXPERIMENT

 Is the lottery really random? It is balanced across before/after election.

 About 40% reelected, but a

larger percentage of close to

60% conditional on running.

 Important: no difference in

number of violation, or $

resources audited.

➢ This suggest the audit itself was not

manipulated



VALIDITY OF THE EXPERIMENT

 The distribution of the number of violations seems balanced as well.

 Recall: the experiment compares

reelection rate with and without

information release (yet).

 It relies on assuming that any

differences in reelection is because of

the reports of the audits.

 Thus, if there were anything influencing

which municipalities are audited first

then it would be compromised.



EMPIRICAL STRATEGY: BASIC

 Database is at the municipality level (373 rows)

 Ems= electoral performance of incumbent mayor

 Ams= audited before the October 2004 elections

 State FE: i.e. comparisons of municipalities within a state

 Xmx= controls for municipal characteristics and mayor characteristcs



EMPIRICAL STRATEGY: INTERACTIONS

 Cms= number of violations detected

 The idea is that the more violations the more voters punish incumbent.

 Ideally we would like to know voter’s prior beliefs, and see if the audit is good news of bad news FOR THEM!

 Mms= number of radio stations in municipality.

 The idea is that there the effect of more violations is larger in municipalities with more media.

 Problems neither Cms nor Mms are randomly assigned! Is this a problem for Cms? And for Mms?



RESULTS

 No effect of release of audits!! (3pp out of 40pp, not statistically significant). How do they explain

this?

 They interpret this happens because people in average knew this.

 Why controls don’t change estimates? What is the identification problem with columns 3-7?



RESULTS

 The intensive margin: how much corruption exist does matter.

 How do you interpret the graph below?

➢ Looks as if 1 was the prior belief.



RESULTS

 Non linear ---- outliers with more than 4 not punished more: they removed them.

 Those with 2 violations (relative to 1) are 25pp less likely to be reelected. This is huge effect!



THE ARE IDENTIFYING OUT OF # VIOLATIONS

 Is this ok. Why?

 Conditional on violations they have an experiment.

 Could it be that #violations is manipulated and different in the before vs after elections?

 They argue it is not.

➢ Highly selected and well-trained auditors

➢ No incident of corruption of auditors found

➢ Corruption is balance in the before/after table

➢ One team per state, so same guys (we have State FE)

➢ No evidence of differential effect on (a) how close was the previous election, or (b) if the mayor and Governor of

the State share party.

➢ Survives interaction of Cms with municipal characteristics.



WHAT ARE THE MECHANISMS?

 They explore the “role” of local media. They

conjecture more dissemination will happen

is there is more local radio.

➢ Unfortunately they do not have a proxy of how

many knew about the report.

 In the controlled regression, they find:

➢ -16.1pp reduction in reelection for

municipalities that have 1 radio, vs only 3.7pp

for those without.

➢ In 1 radio municipalities, finding NO corruption

actually increased reelection by 17pp!

How do you interpret this graph: 

a) Compare PRE election: RADIO with vs without

b) Compare with radio: POST election→ places with vs without 

radio are not that similar



ROBUSTNESS

 Interact municipal characteristics with before/after, and with # violations

 Is it radio? Placebo: there is no difference in those municipalities with or without radio, if the

audits revealed AFTER the election.



INTERPRETATION: INFORMATION VS COMPETENCE VS STRATEGIES

 It seems that audit information is new, otherwise there should be no effect.

➢ Or could it be the mere fact that the municipality was audited that causes the effect? Recall that audit and disclosure

are packaged.

1. Is it corruption that is being punished or incompetence?

➢ It is not just incompetence (correlated with corruption) being punished, but the information revealed about it. Since

there is no effect for those corrupt/incompetent released after the election.

➢ Results are robust to interactions of audit revelation and previous margin of victory (a proxy for competence)

➢ Mayor’s education (a proxy for competence?) is not correlated with corruption found

2. Maybe incumbents altered the strategies, so that the effect captures not only voter behavior? Or the

opposition took advantage and ran cleaner candidates?

➢ Results do no differ by the time elapsed after the audit release (before the campaign). There is little time to change

stuff a few months before the election.

➢ No differential effect for races that were previously close.

➢ No differential effects by campaign contributions, controlling for contributions does nothing to the effect.



CONCLUSION

 Information works, especially when media takes it.

 Prior beliefs matter. In Mexico more emphasis should be put on who IS NOT corrupt,

rather than who is.

 Will information lead to better selection of politicians and better policies?

 How to design a “Ley de Medios”? What do we know from experience in other countries?

 This will be one of the group homeworks.



“CORRUPTION IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES”

• OLKEN AND PANDE (2012)



OBJECTIVES OF THE REVIEW

1. Prevalence and Magnitudes

2. Costs (dead weight costs)

3. How to reduce corruption?



1. MAGNITUDES: DIFFERENT WAYS TO ESTIMATE IT

 Perception surveys:

➢ Problems: little correlation with actual corruption (ex: 8% elasticity of perceived to real corruption) + demographics of

respondents have large influence + influenced by freedom of the media.

➢ Firms in Uganda = 8% of the total cost is bribes.

 Direct observation:

➢ Indonesia: truckers pay 13% of cost in bribes

➢ Peru: 3K to 50K for politicians, and 1.5 million USD monthly for media.

➢ Ports in Mozambique: 14% of costs in bribes

 By subtraction: Admin vs survey

➢ Uganda 87% of program did not reach schools!!

➢ Indonesia: 24% higher road costs

➢ Indonesia: 18% rice lost



1. MAGNITUDES 

Different ways to estimate it:

 Market inference

➢ Soeharto: 24% of firm value when he got sick of firms related to his family. NOT in the US.

 It seems there is more corruption in developing countries

➢ Why? More monitoring/enforcing, social norms?



2. COSTS: DOES IT MATTER?

 Levels in firms are not high and almost flat with profits, many times lower than taxes BUT….

 Uncertainty: → less investment?

 Dead weight loss:

➢ Example: in South Africa, firms willing to incur in extra costs to avoid corruption in Maputo port.

➢ Some evidence of bribes translate into 3 times less growth than equivalent taxes (but this evidence is not strong)

 Affects government's ability to provide services and regulat:e

➢ Some positive NPV projects not done if corruption makes them more costly

➢ More seriously: they may CREATE procedures/barriers to extract

➢ Cannot regulate: (ex: overweight trucks, drivers licenses, lower school test scores+ lower teacher training, courts+ road

quality)

➢ Credit: Pakistan, 45% higher loans to connected firms even if they default 50% more!

➢ Corruption makes it easier to break the law, especially for the rich → particularly regressive problem



2. COSTS: DOES IT MATTER?

We need much more research:

1. Erosion of political institutions, social cohesion/social capital ?

2. Redistribution toward the rich?

3. Hurdle in the working of markets?

 Misallocation of talent

 Misallocation of capital and labor



3. DETERMINANTS

1. Selection

2. Incentives

3. Transparency

4. Moniotoring



FOR NEXT CLASS WE WILL START TO STUDY DEVELOPMENT AND HEALTH

1. “Is the 1918 Influenza Pandemic Over? Long Term Effects of In Utero Influenza Exposure in

the Post-1940 U.S. Population”, Almond

1. Malaria Eradication in the Americas: A Retrospective Analysis of Childhood Exposure


